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Introduction to the Edinburgh University Press website
http://www.euppublishing.com
The EUP website is the fully hosted platform for all Edinburgh University Press journals and an upto-date guide to EUP book information. Its easy-to-use interface allows readers to discover a
wealth of information about EUP books and book series, and to download, read, recommend
and cite content from a wide range of journals. All users can access free journal featured articles
and sample issues, sign up for Table of Contents alerts, download bibliographic information and
sign up for article citation tracking. This user manual will guide you through the key features of
the platform and enhance your reading experience!
Home Page
From the Edinburgh University Press homepage you can:

Browse EUP books and journals by subject area

Search for specific books and journals (use Advanced Search for more complex
searches)

Enter the Information Zone for further information on key features of the site for
Authors, Academics, Societies and Librarians

Login or Register to enable access to content, saved searches and article citation
tracking, and to sign up for Table of Contents alerts and our catalogue mailing list

Access content via Shibboleth and institutional login

Find contact details for EUP staff and further information about the publisher via the
Contact Us and About Us links.
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Register or Login

Select Register or Login from the top right-hand-side of the homepage. Registration is free and
will enable you to access content you have subscribed to, activate tokens for free online access,
save book or journal searches, sign up for journal Table of Contents alerts, track or download
article citations and join EUP subject mailing lists.
To register, please enter your contact information and choose a password.

You will then receive an automated verification email with a link which you will need to click to
confirm your email address and complete the registration process.
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My Account
The My Account link appears in the top right corner when you are logged in to the site.

In the My Account area you can:

Edit your personal details and login information via the Account Info tab.

Sign up to the EUP Mailing List to receive email newsletters or print catalogues for
your chosen subject areas.

View the list of journals you have access to via the Journals Alerts tab, and sign up
for email alerts to receive Tables of Contents on publication of a new issue or
notification of citations to specific articles.

Use quick links to go to your selected favourite articles and journals via the Journal
Favourites tab.

Enter an Access Token you have received to activate your time-limited free access to
specific content.
Institutional administrators will see an additional Institutional Administration tab – please
refer to the separate Institution Administration User Guide available at
http://www.euppublishing.com/page/infoZone/librarians.

Browse Publications
Browse Books
You can browse book publications by subject area or alphabetically from the homepage.
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Click the All link from the Books by Subject list to browse all titles alphabetically. Click a book
title to go to the book homepage or choose a letter from the A-Z list at the top to view books
beginning with a specific letter.

Alternatively, select a subject area from the Books by Subject list for an overview of the subject
area together with key book series.
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Browse Journals
You can browse journals by subject area or alphabetically from the homepage.

Select a subject area or click the All link to view a list of subjects, together with all journal titles
alphabetically.
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Select a subject area from the All Subjects menu to view only journals within that subject area
or choose a letter from the A-Z list at the top to view titles beginning with a specific letter. Click
on a journal title to go to the journal homepage.

Search Publications
Quick Search
A quick search box is available on most pages. Enter a word or phrase in the box provided.
Selecting the ‘Go’ button performs a default search of all Edinburgh University Press publications
and the results are displayed by relevancy to the search criteria.

Advanced Search
Click on Search in the top menu or Advanced Search to the right of the quick search box to go
to the Advanced Search page.

You can search for a specific book, journal article or book series by the following criteria:

Book/Article Title: enter title keywords here.

Author/Editor: enter first and/or last names of book authors, book editors and journal
article authors here. The following formats are all acceptable:
smith j
smith, j
smith john
smith, john

ISSN/ISBN/DOI: enter a journal ISSN, book ISBN or journal article DOI here, if known
(please do not use spaces or hyphens).

Full Text (Journals)/Keywords: a wider keyword search that crawls the full text of all
journal articles.
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Search tips

Searches are not case sensitive: a search for deleuze or Deleuze will give the same
results.

The search engine uses ‘stemming’ so searches for figure, figures, figured, and figuring
will have the same result set as a search for figur.

Two wildcard characters are supported:
- the asterisk (*) stands for zero or more characters at the end of a search word e.g.
adeno* finds adenovirus, adenocarcinoma, adenohypophysis, adenosine, etc.
- the question mark (?) stands for any character within the search string e.g. b?nd finds
bond, bend, band, bind (plus all their plurals and ‘-ing’ forms because of stemming –
see above).
Click the Search Tips link for more detailed information on searching.

Restricting your search

You can restrict your search by Publication Type to Journal, Book or Book Series.

You can also restrict your search by Subject by selecting one or more subjects. To
select multiple subjects, hold down the ‘Ctrl’ key.
Search Results
Search results are displayed for books, journal articles and book series in three separate tabs.

The results of a search are displayed by relevancy and can be reordered by publication date,
author or title A-Z, with the total number of matches found listed at the top of the results. You
can narrow down the results of your search by entering search terms in more than one search
field.
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Click on a title in the search results to go to the relevant homepage.

For journal article results, you can also Track Citations for selected articles, to receive email
notification when an article is cited. The Download to Citation Mgr link allows you to
download article bibliographic information to a range of citation managers. Select one or more
article and click on Add to Favourites to save articles to the Journal Favourites tab in your My
Account menu. You can also Email selected articles to colleagues.

If you are a registered user, you can save search results to your profile and set an alert to be
notified of new results relevant to your search term(s).

The Search History tab allows you to revisit recent searches and the Saved Queries tab lists
any saved searches (you need to be logged in to use this feature).

Journals
All EUP journals are available in print and online formats. Each journal homepage contains
general information about the journal, publication months, and relevant news and
announcements. The left-hand menu provides links to further information on the Editorial
Board, as well as Submissions information for prospective authors, and pricing and ordering
details via the Subscribe link. Sample issues and featured articles which are free to all users can
also be accessed from the journal homepage.
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The most recent issue appears on the journal homepage and back content is presented by issue
via the All Issues tab in the left-hand menu.

Access icons indicate whether you have access to the full text:

Select an Issue link to view the contents for that issue:
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Articles are available in PDF Plus format (with hyperlinked references). You can access articles
directly using the PDF Plus links on the contents page or you can view the article abstract and
citation information by using the Citation or Abstract links. Cited by information below the
abstract displays a list of articles that have cited the article you are viewing. Clicking the Abstract
or CrossRef links below the citations will link you to the online hosting site for the relevant
article.

Clicking the PDF Plus link will open an article in Adobe Reader which can be downloaded for
free from http://get.adobe.com/uk/reader/
If you are not subscribed you will be given the option to take out a subscription to the journal
online or purchase an individual article by Pay-Per-View for 48-hour access to the article.
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Books
Book homepages display a general description of the book, ISBN, format and price information,
any related books in a series and relevant news and announcements.

You can Tell a Friend about the book, Recommend it to your librarian or subject liaison
representative or join the EUP Mailing List to receive email newsletters or print catalogues for
your chosen subject areas.

Links in the left-hand menu of a book homepage take you to the Table of Contents for a book,
the Author Biography, Series Information (where relevant) and for textbooks you can order
an Inspection Copy via an online form.
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Select a purchase option to order a book via www.amazon.co.uk or Columbia University Press,
depending on your territory.

Information Zone
In the Information Zone you can find further information on key features of the site for
Authors, Academics, Societies and Librarians. There is a link to the Information Zone from every
page of the site via the top menu bar.

Authors
Prospective EUP authors can find information on submitting a book proposal or journal article.
Existing book authors can view details of the writing process, marketing and distribution of your
book and the discounts for authors on EUP books and journal subscriptions.
Journal editors and authors can view the EUP policies on peer review, copyright and open access
(including self-archiving in repositories), offprints and eprints, supplementary material, ordering
and pricing, and the discounts for editors, authors and editorial board members on EUP books
and journals.
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Academics
Academics can download PDFs of the latest EUP subject catalogues, sign up to receive
information about new books and journals in your favourite subject areas and request inspection
copies of textbooks. This section also includes information on journal ordering and pricing, and
instructions for activating a journal subscription.
Societies
The Societies section includes information on journals published by EUP on behalf of scholarly
societies, along with benefits for societies who publish with EUP, including membership
administration.
Librarians
The Librarian Information Zone contains information on the following:

Journal ordering and pricing for institutions, including up-to-date price lists and tiered
pricing

Online journal subscription activation

EUP Site Licence Agreement

COUNTER-compliant usage statistics

EUP journal Subject Collections

The EUP Archive of journal back content

Developing Countries Initiatives

Archiving and preservation (via Portico, LOCKSS and CLOCKSS)

Up-to-date journal title lists

EUP ebooks

Subject catalogues and mailing lists.
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Please refer to the separate Institution Administration User Guide available at
http://www.euppublishing.com/page/infoZone/librarians for further information.
Reps and Agents
This is a resource area for our international network of sales representatives and agents. In this
area, reps can find Advance Information Sheets, view the publication schedule for the next six
months, and print order forms.
Booksellers
These pages for booksellers contain information regarding UK and worldwide distribution,
returns policy, sales representatives and agents.
Rights Management
The Rights Management pages contain information regarding rights and permissions for reprints,
translations, electronic rights, and copyright for journal authors. There is also an online
permissions request form for EUP book and journal content.
Reviewers
Submit a request for a review copy here.
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